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Know Your Snow Job
Just like a car, there are many makes and models of snowblowers (or snow throwers as they are

How long is your driveway? How much snow do you anticipate receiving each year? How heavy is t

For most city dwellers, who have just a driveway and a sidewalk to clear off, a single stage g

However, if you find that you get a lot of snow, or have a larger area to clear, a two stage g

If you have a gravel driveway, you’ll want to ensure that the auger doesn’t touch the ground (

If you find that you only get a few inches per snowfall, or have a relatively small area to cl

Take It For A Spin
While a retailer wont let you clear off any snow at your house to test it out, they will let y

Are the handlebars adjustable to your height? You have to remain in control of your snow blowe

Play Safe
If you purchase a single or two stage gas snow blower, remember to start it up outside. Carbon
Do you have a set of ear plugs? You’ll need them, especially with the larger snow blowers.

Remember not to wear anything that is loose fitting. Its very easy for a scarf or sleeve to ge
Its obvious, but many people loose limbs because they dont watch what they are doing. If your
Other than price, buying a snow thrower is no different than buying a car. In both cases, you

Start enjoying snow again. Think of how envious your neighbours will be when they see your new
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